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Companies now have full visibility into consumption to drive revenue forecasting and maximize customer retention

REDWOOD CITY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Zuora, Inc. (NYSE: ZUO), a leading monetization platform provider for

recurring revenue businesses, today announced new purpose-built consumption-based billing and consumption-

based revenue recognition solutions. With these new o�erings, Zuora’s market-leading solution now provides end-

to-end billing and revenue recognition for consumption-based pricing, giving companies a comprehensive solution

to quickly iterate across quote-to-cash and revenue accounting. By combining billing and revenue recognition

capabilities, Zuora® o�ers the unique ability for companies to quickly go-to-market with �exible consumption

models, all while maintaining revenue recognition that helps companies comply with ASC 606 and IFRS 15

standards.

As uncertain economic conditions continue, it’s critical for companies to tap into �exible monetization strategies to

o�er services with additional value. Zuora currently powers consumption-based pricing for over 40% of its

customers, which have seen up to 22% higher net dollar retention (NDR) and 11% higher subscriber growth year-

over-year (YoY) compared to their peers1. With experience powering consumption-based billing for hundreds of

companies over the past decade, such as Siemens, Yotpo and Zoom, Zuora o�ers numerous complex models, while

helping companies overcome the operational complexities that can come with consumption-based pricing.

“Across industries, subscribers continue to demand pricing �exibility to change their subscriptions often and to pay

for what they consume,” said Mathangi Ramanathan, Vice President of Product Management and General Manager

at Zuora. “Businesses need the agility to experiment quickly and often, track and report on the consumption, and
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make it work seamlessly with their entire ecosystem. Over the past few years, many companies have adopted

consumption models beyond the simple ‘pay-as-you-go,’ such as a prepaid drawdown model or multi-attribute

consumption model, which creates added risk and complexity for �nance teams.”

Since consumption is unpredictable and can change day to day, or even minute to minute, it can be challenging for

�nance teams to have full visibility into consumption across the customer base and accurately forecast for future

consumption. This lack of predictability creates risk and complexity for revenue recognition. By adding a purpose-

built solution for consumption-based revenue recognition, Zuora is now also helping companies better prepare and

mitigate risk for the variance that can come with consumption-based pricing.

With this launch, Zuora adds:

Out-of-the-box monetization models, such as prepaid drawdown, minimum and maximum commit, and

pooled usage pricing, enabling businesses the ability to quickly react and adapt to their customers’ needs.

Consumption analytics, near real-time processing, and threshold noti�cations, enabling customers to see

their consumption in near real-time and limit their spend. The same capabilities enable companies to monitor

and forecast expansion opportunities for customers with high consumption.

Consumption-based reporting, dashboards and analytics, allowing companies to operationalize and automate

consumption revenue recognition policies. This enables revenue accounting teams to better predict, forecast,

and mitigate �nancial risks related to taking on the consumption-based pricing models.

“With Zuora, we’ve implemented consumption in a variety of ways that provide immediate value, increasing

�exibility for our customers while making revenue more predictable,” said Moshe Sarusi, Director of Finance

Operations and Global Billing at Yotpo. “By powering these models, Zuora is a critical partner that is helping us

achieve stronger retention and faster growth.”

To learn more about Zuora’s new consumption-based solutions, please visit here. For more on Yotpo’s story, please

watch the interview here.

About Zuora, Inc.

Zuora provides a leading monetization platform for recurring revenue businesses across all industries, enabling

companies to unlock customer-centric business models. After starting with Zuora Billing in 2007, Zuora’s award-

winning multi-product portfolio now also includes Zuora Revenue, Zuora Collect, and Zephr, all powered by the

Zuora Platform. Zuora serves as an intelligent hub that monetizes and orchestrates the complete quote to cash and

revenue recognition process at scale. Through its industry leading technology and expertise, Zuora helps more than

1,000 companies around the world, including BMC Software, Box, Caterpillar, General Motors, Penske Media
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Corporation, Schneider Electric, Siemens and Zoom nurture and monetize direct, digital customer relationships.

Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Zuora operates o�ces around the world in the U.S., EMEA and APAC. To learn

more about the Zuora monetization platform, please visit www.zuora.com.

© 2023 Zuora, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Zuora, Subscribed, Subscription Economy, Powering the Subscription

Economy, Subscription Economy Index, Zephr, and Subscription Experience Platform are trademarks or registered

trademarks of Zuora, Inc. Third party trademarks mentioned above are owned by their respective companies.

Nothing in this press release should be construed to the contrary, or as an approval, endorsement or sponsorship

by any third parties of Zuora, Inc. or any aspect of this press release.

Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks, uncertainties and

assumptions, including but not limited to statements regarding the expected bene�ts of Zuora’s new purpose-built

consumption-based billing and consumption-based revenue recognition products, Zuora’s expectations regarding

companies shifting to recurring revenue business models, and the expected growth and trends in the market for

consumption based and subscription businesses. Any statements that are not statements of historical fact may be

deemed to be forward-looking statements. Actual results could di�er materially from those stated or implied in

forward-looking statements due to a number of factors, including but not limited to, risks detailed in the “Risk

Factors” section of Zuora’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q �led with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

on December 8, 2022, as well as other documents that Zuora may �le from time to time with the SEC. The forward-

looking statements in this press release are based on current expectations as of the date of this press release and

Zuora undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise. This press release also includes market data and certain other statistical

information. Information that is based on estimates, forecasts, projections, or similar methodologies is inherently

subject to uncertainties and actual events or circumstances may di�er materially from events and circumstances

re�ected in this information.

__________________________

1 Based on Zuora internal testing
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